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VOCABULARY 

A: Fill in the blanks with suitable words according to the pictures . The first letter of the word is 

given.  

1. One of the main handicrafts of Isfahan which has saved ancient designs and styles in itself is t--------- .
2. Asia is the largest c------------ of the world.

3. Eating h------------ food helps people live longer and prevents diseases.

4. He knew they were trying to tell him something in the s----------- language used by the deaf and dumb.

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

B: Match the following definitions in column (B) with the underlined words in column (A).  There is
one extra definition in column (B). 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

C: Fill in the blanks with given words. One word is extra.         2 

diversity - existence - appreciation - habit - fingerprints  

1. You should get into the--------- of planning your work at the beginning of each week.

2. Both ---------- and the pattern of blood vessels in the eye are unique to each person.

3. We gave her some flowers to show our ---------- for her hard work.

4. There was a wide ----------- of theories about the nature of light from the time of ancients up to Newton.

B A 
a. traditional and usual things that
people do in an area
b. happening or starting a short time
ago
c. to be different from each other
d. being the only one of its kind
e. a reduction in the usual price

1. They offer a ten-percent discount on travel for students.
2. It is a custom among the Japanese to remove their footwear
before entering a house.
3. A human being is a single being. Unique and
unrepeatable.
4. The number of traffic accidents has increased in recent
years.

2

2

https://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/english/reduction
https://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/english/usual
https://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/english/price
https://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/english/offer
https://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/english/percent
https://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/english/travel
https://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/english/student
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D: Choose the best answer:         2 

1. He still ----------- on his parents for money because he hasn’t got a job.

a) keeps b) depends c) insists d) reflects

2. The police are trying to discover the ------- of the killer.

a) society b) diversity c) identity d) ability

3. The meetings provided an opportunity to ----------- information about future events.

a) leave b) develop c) carry d) exchange

4. The culture of a nation is always ---------- in its language.

a) reflected b) followed c) prevented d) improved

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

E: Fill in the blanks with your own words.  2 

1. A person who watches a lot of television and does not have an active life is called -------- potato.

2. A piece of thick heavy cloth smaller than a carpet, used for covering the floor or for decoration is
called ------.

3. The art of producing beautiful writing, often created with a special pen or brush is -------

4. A hard, usually shiny substance such as iron, gold, or steel is -----------.

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
F: Fill in the blanks with given words. (There is one extra word) 1 

1. The police chief said that moral ------ should be taught at home. a. technology

2. The course is designed to meet the ------- of young learners. b. values

3. A big problem of today’s world is addiction to ----------. c. pressure

4. Some people gain ------- during times of stress, but I lose weight.       d. needs

e. weight

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
G: Complete the sentences by writing the correct prefix and suffix in the blank space and change 
spelling if it is necessary. (one is extra).             

-al         dis-         un-      -tion       -ful
1. Laughter is timeless, imagine------- has no age, and dreams are forever.

2. It is very important to consider the culture---- background of the family.

3. I would have been here an hour ago, but ----fortunately I missed the train.

4. They were all skill--------- craftsmen, the men of their houses, peace-loving people.

1

https://www.ldoceonline.com/dictionary/miss
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H: Find the synonym or antonym of the underlined words. (One item is extra in B):    

A B 
1. I've learned that I can be calm during difficult times
2. Are you absolutely sure that you locked the front door?
3. Vast areas of land have become desert.
4. Today, humankind has the science and technology to destroy itself or to
provide success and wealth  to all.

a. all people
b. completely
c. seek
d. worried
e. very small

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Grammar 

A:Choose the best answer: 2.5 
1. There wouldn't be so many accidents if there was ---------- on the roads.

a) less traffic b) less traffics c) fewer traffic d) fewer traffics

2. Newton discovered gravity around three ------------------ ago.

a) hundreds years b) hundred years c) hundred year d) hundreds year

3. I was --------- because I asked two people and they told me two different things.

a) confused b) confusion c) confusing d) confuse

4. If she ------------- the novel, she will not pass the literature test.

a) won’t read b) didn't read c) wouldn’t read d) doesn't read

5. She --------- weight since she stopped eating chocolate bars.

a) lost b) has lost c) is losing d) loses

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
B:Read the dialogue and  fill in the blanks with «“ever”, “since” , “for”, “yet”.»         2 
Hendra: Have you finished writing your paper, Ivan? 

Ivan: No, I haven’t. I have been writing my paper --1--- last week. But I haven’t finished it ---2----. 

Hendra:Oh, you have worked on your paper ----3--- a long time. Have you ---4--- written a research 
paper? 

Ivan: No , I haven't.  

Hendra: Ok, I will help you to finish it . 

 Ivan: Thank you very much. 

1

https://www.ldoceonline.com/dictionary/sure
https://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/english/lock
https://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/english/front
https://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/english/door
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C: Look at the pictures and fill in the blanks with appropriate two-word verbs. 2 

1. Don’t forget to ------------------- the lights when you leave the house.

2 .They -------- at 1: 30 in the morning, and now they are 

in their room .  

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
D: Complete the sentences according to the given information. 2

1. Pay electricity bill today in order not to be cut off your electricity.

If you -------------------------- the electricity bill, your electricity will be cut off.

2. Brush your teeth regularly so as not to have a toothache.

If you brush your teeth regularly, you---------------------------------------------a toothache.

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
E: Unscramble the sentences.         2 
1. (surprised / really /  I / when   /  you  / saw / was / I / .) I thought you were on holiday.

    ..................................................................................................
2. I’m just in the middle of something. (you / later / back / I / call / can / ?)

..................................................................................................  

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
writing 

A:complete the following sentences with the gerund (…ing) and infinitive (to …) of the verbs in 
brackets. 
1. After ----------- the movie, I wanted to read the book. (watch)

2. We guess that the question was too difficult -----------. (answer)

3. Remember ----------- the letter. Otherwise, they won’t get it by Saturday. (post)

4. I’m sorry, but I can’t go ----------- with you. I hurt my foot.(run)

5. I asked her --------- so late in the evening. I go to bed early. (not call)

6. She practices ------------English whenever she gets the chance. (speak)

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
B: Which of the underlined words is gerund and which is not?   1.5 
1. My greatest fear is finding (yes / no) a spider in my sleeping bag.

2. Shopping (yes / no) online is growing (yes / no) in popularity nowadays.

3
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C:Read the followeing conversation. There are six mistakes. Correct them. 

Maggie: I don't feel well today.

Vince: If you feel sick, go to the doctor! 

Maggie: I don't want go to the doctor. If I go to the doctor, I will have to pay a lot of money! 

Vince: If you won't go to the doctor, you will get worse. 

Maggie: I know. I don't like feel this way. I promise rest at home. 

Vince: Ok, I 'll prepare you  a few hot soup and a bag of orange juice . 

Maggie: That's very nice of you, thank you. 

1. go       -----------                   2. won’t  go        ----------      3.feel     ---------    

4.rest     ------------    5.a few             ---------- 6.a bag            --------- 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
D: Complete the missing letters in each word.          1 

1.Making and selling handicrafts are good ways to help a country's ec-n-my and intr-duc- its culture to
other nations.

2. The Iranian girl we-v-s a beautiful silk carpet in a small v-ll-ge of  Azarbijan .

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Reading comprehension 

Cloze passage: Complete the passage with given words.         3 
Is art really good for people? The role of the arts in healthcare is an exceptionally important subject for 

both the field of art history and future healthcare practice. Art can (1) ------- people's physical, mental 

and emotional wellness. If people use their art skills in a right way, they can (2) ------- their feelings. 

They will understand their family and friends better. Art can help people have better (3) ------with each 

other. The power of art (4) ------- the risk of many illnesses such as heart attack. If people practice art, 

they will (5) ------- their stress and enjoy the pleasure of making (6) --------. You can try this by 

drawing simple things or making simple objects.  

1. a) prevent b) produce c) improve d) imagine
2. a) communicate b) measure c) increase d) speak
3. a) addiction b) experience c) improvement d) relationship
4. a) depends b) decreases c) increases d) reflects
5. a) come on b) give up c) get along d) call back
6. a)  artwork b) imagination c) diversity d) pottery

3
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Reading passage 
Read The passage carefully and answer the questions.           5 

Everyone interested in painting has heard the name of Spanish painter, Picasso. Pablo Ruiz Picasso was 
the favorite child of his family. He was the only boy among a lot of girl cousins. That was enough to 
make him important, but his father liked him especially because it was clear that Pablo was going to be 

an artist. 

When he was small, he spent hours making pretty drawings of 
animals and people. If his mother sent him out to play, he would go 
on drawing in the dust under trees. One of his favorite models was 
his younger sister, Lola. 

Don Jose, Pablo's father, was the director of the museum at Malaga 
in Spain. He earned only a small salary but there wasn't much work 
and he was able to practice his hobby, which was painting pigeons 
and other birds. He knew a lot about the technique of painting and 
he taught it all to Pablo. Pablo is known for co-founding the Cubist 
movement. 

          Life in Malaga was very pleasant. In the hot sunshine, father 
and son used to walk down to the sea to look at the boats at the 
seaside or go round the open markets. They looked a strange pair. 
Don Jose was tall and thin with red hair and beard and sad grey 
eyes. He was also shy and quiet. Pablo was the opposite, like his 
mother, he was short and a little fat. He had very black hair and 
bright black eyes which noticed everything going on around and he wasn't shy. 

A: What do these words refer to? 
1. him (paragraph 1):------------------- 2. they (paragraph 4): ---------------

B: True or False

3. Picasso was very quiet and shy like his father. -------------- 

4. Father and son had an enjoyable life in Malaga. ---------------   

C: Choose the best answer.
5. Which item made Picasso lovelier for his father?

a) being the only boy b) his ability in painting

c) his father's attention d) number of his cousins

6. Which one could attract Picasso more when he was a child?

a) his family attention b) playing with dust and sand

c) drawing and painting d) passing his time with Lola

D: Scan the text to find the following information. 
7. What was Picasso's father's hobby?

8. What was Picasso famous for?

Good Luck 

Total : 40 points               
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VOCABULARY 

A: Fill in the blanks with suitable words according to the pictures . The first letter of the word is 

given. (2 points) 

1.tilework                  2. continent                    3.healthy                            4. sign

B: Match the following definitions in column (B) with the underlined words in column (A).  There

is one extra definition in column (B). (2points)

1.e                               2.a                                   3.d 4.b

C: Fill in the blanks with given words. One word is extra. (2 points)
1. habit 2. fingerprints 3. appreciation 4. diversity

D: Choose the best answer: (2 points) 
1. b) depends               2. c) identity                     3. d) exchange 4. a) reflected

E: Fill in the blanks with your own words: (2 points) 
1.coach                        2. rug                               3. calligraphy 4. metal

F: Fill in the blanks with given words. (There is one extra) (1 point)
1.(b) moral values       2. (d) meet the needs
3. (a) addiction to technology 4.(e) gain weight

G: Complete the sentences by writing the correct prefix and suffix in the blank space and change 
spelling if it is necessary. (one is extra).  (1 point)

1. imagination 2. cultural 3. unfortunately 4. skillful

H: Find the synonym and antonym of the underlined words. (One is extra in B).   (1 point)  

1. d) worried 2. b) completely 3. e) very small 4. a) all people

Grammar 

A:Choose the best answer: (2.5 points) 

1. a) less traffic         2. b) hundred years         3. a) confused          4. d) doesn't read 5. b) has lost

B:Read the dialogue and  fill in the blanks with (ever- since-for-yet). (2 points)
1. since 2. yet 3. for 4.ever

C: look at the pictures and fill in the blanks with appropriate two-word verbs.(phrasal verb)  
(2 points)
1. turn off 2. check in

D: Rewrite the sentences and use the first conditional. Keep the same meaning.   (2 points)

1. If you don't pay electricity bill today, your electricity will be cut off.
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2. If you brush your teeth regularly, you won't have a toothache.

E: Unscramble the sentences.  (2 points) 
1. I was really surprised when I saw you. I had thought you were on holiday.
2. I’m just in the middle of something. Can I call you back later?

Writing 

A:Complete the following sentences with the gerund (…ing) and infinitive (to …) of the verbs in 
brackets.   (3 points)      

1.watching 2.to answer 3.to post 4. running 5. not to call 6. speaking

B: Which of the underline is gerund and which is not?  (1.5 points) 

1.finding (yes / no)                      2. shopping (yes / no)    - growing (yes / no)

C:Read the followeing conversation . There are six mistakes , correct them.  (3 points)
1. go→  to go 2. won’t go→  don’t go 3. feel→  feeling
4. rest→  to rest                          5. a few→  some 6. A bag→  a glass

D: Complete the missing letters in each word. (1 point)

1.economy / introduce 2. waves / village
Reading comprehension  

Cloze passage: Complete the passage with given words.  (3 points) 
1. c) improve 2. a) communicate 3. d) relationship
4. b) decreases 5. c) get along 6. a) artwork

Reading passage
Read The passage carefully and answer the questions. (5 points) 

A: What do these words refer to? 

1. Pablo Ruiz Picasso 2. Don Jose Ruiz and Pablo

B: True or False

3. False 4. True

C: Choose the best answer:

5. b                               6.c

D: Scan the text to find the following information.

7. painting and drawing pigeons birds and others birds

8. Pablo is known for co-founding the Cubist movement.

Good Luck 
Total : 40 points               
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